
Engineered for Strength AND Unwavering Durability



Medical grade Steel

Atlas Mini Bracket System

Parallel Slot & Base

Rounded Tie Wings

Low Profile

Compound contour base

Uncompromising Quality Crafted from 
17-4 medical grade stainless steel, 
ensuring exceptional durability and 
performance.

An exceptionally remarkable bracket engineered for strength and unwavering durability. Its extraordinary strength takes center stage, 
fortified by the meticulous fusion of highly robust stainless steel and the finesse of precise tooth movement. This fusion incorporates 
an 80-gauge foil mesh pad, ensuring unparalleled bond strength. Other noteworthy attributes of the Atlas encompass: 17-4 stainless 
steel construction, flawlessly smooth slots, and a sleek low-profile design. These features collectively instill the confidence needed to 
address even the most challenging malocclusions—achieving feats previously deemed unattainable with other brackets. 

Maintain precise positioning as the 
slot and base align seamlessly with 
the tooth’s incisal edge.

uniquely designed round ties wings, 
ensuring unmatched comfort 
during treatment.

Experience a sleek and low-
profile design that enhances both 
aesthetics and functionality.

A compound contour base ensures a 
secure fit and optimal adaptation to 
various tooth contours.



Color Indicators

80 Gauge Foil 
Mesh Pad

Base Palmer Notation

Save Time and Money with repositioning, 
Ensuring consistent performance.

The deep tie wing design enables the 
simultaneous use of ties and chains, 
providing you with versatile treatment 
possibilities for optimal patient care.

Achieve Superior Bond strength and 
uncompromising reliability.  

Effortless Identification using The 
Palmer Notation on the bracket base 
simplifying tooth identification.

clear and concise color indicators, 
enhancing efficiency and 
accuracy in Placement.

Engineered with a focus on clinical precision, these brackets 
not only enhance treatment efficiency but also prioritize patient 
comfort. The smooth slot, low-profile design, and meticulously 
crafted features make every step of the orthodontic journey 
seamless and comfortable for both you and your patients. 
Elevate your practice with the reliability and performance that 
these brackets bring to your orthodontic toolkit.

Clinical Precision, Patient Comfort

Zero Slot Deformation

Deep Tie Wings

Available IN Roth, MBT, offset base roth, offset base mbT  - .018 and .022



Proven STRENGTH

www.dynaflex.com  |  866.346.5665
Contact Your Local Territory Manager

Independent testing has shown the strength and durability of the Atlas 
Mini Bracket outperforms leading industry twin brackets.   Other bracket lines 
collapsed earlier on under pressure when compared to Atlas Mini Bracket 
during the most rigorous crush test.  The result is unparalleled performance 
and reliability that set a new standard in orthodontic excellence.
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